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 Design, plan and visualize kitchens & bathrooms with thousands of  
flexible products from manufacturers’ catalogs.  

 Stunning 3D renderings created specifically for kitchen & bath profes-
sionals. 

 Measure and create initial floor plans with your iPhone or iPad using 
Sensopia Magicplan Integration app. 

 Save a panoramic image for any design and provide your clients with  
an immersive 3D experience that makes them feel like they are right 
inside the new design for their kitchen or bathroom.  

 Select cabinets, appliances, accessories and more, from thousands  
industry manufacturers’ electronic catalogs. 

 Quickly add realistic task and accent lights (includes LED) to your      
designs with Lighting Wizard. 

 Ensure design compliance with product specifications using built-in 
NKBA verification capabilities. 

 Ensure accurate quotes with downloaded product and price updates. 

 Use time-saving drawing and positioning tools for a quick layout. 

 Create multiple rooms in one design plan while using one Features   
and Options catalog. This makes designing easier and allows for more      
flexibility in the design process. 

 Increase productivity for designers in their day-to-day work with        
time-saving features. 

 Advanced capabilities for closets and home organization with add-on 
modules.  

 Automatically produce bills of materials and estimates from your design 
and place your orders electronically to multiple manufacturers’ using 
2020 Live Order. 

 Integration with accounting and POS systems (available option). 

 Comprehensive training and support . 

Simplify your Process 

 

Contact us today … 
    discover how we can help grow your business     
 

 info@luxwood.com         888 755-2020       www.luxwood.com 
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DESIGN WIZARDS 
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